Camgear MARK 4 Payload 7KG Bowl 75MM

System Configuration
MARK 4 Fluid Head
MARK CF/GS2 2-Stage Carbon Fiber Tripod
PB-MARK Pan Bar
GS-MARK Ground Spreader
Tripod Bag

Weight 4.1 kg/9 lbs
Height Range 0.57-1.74 m/22.4-68.5 in
Transport Length 0.87 m/34.2 in
Section 2 Stages

Specifications
Model Number MARK 4
Maximum Payload 7 kg/15.4 lbs
Counterbalance Range 0-7 kg/0-15.4 lbs (at C.O.G 50 mm)
Camera Platform Type Sliding camera plate (Camgear SP-MARK)
Sliding Range 104 mm/4.1 in
Camera Plate 1/4", 3/8" screw 6-pin
Counterbalance System 6 steps (1-6)
Pan & Tilt Drag 4 steps (1-4)
Pan & Tilt Range Pan: 360° / Tilt: +90/-75°
Temperature Range -40°C to +60°C / -40 to +140°F
Levelling Bubble Yes
Weight 1.42 kg/3.13 lbs
Bowl Diameter 75 mm

Real professional drag performance, selectable 4 positions pan & tilt drag including zero position, offer operators silky smooth movement and precise framing.

Select 6 position counterbalance system including zero position for up to 7 kg/15.4 lbs payload.

With levelling bubble.

Ideal for DSLR configuration and lightweight camcorders.

75 mm ball levelling, which can be converted to flat base.

Spare camera screws are placed on head.
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